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CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The United States Government has rights in this invention pursuant to Contract

No. W-31-109-ENG-38 between the U.S. Department of Energy and the University of

Chicago representing Argonne National Laboratory.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to an electrolytic process and apparatus where the

performance of an electrolyte is maintained by limiting electrode-derived contamination

formed during the process and more particularly to a process and apparatus including an

10 electrode compartment to restrict the electrode-derived contamination from adversely

effecting the bulk electrolyte and cathode materials. The invention further relates to a

process and apparatus using the electrode compartment where the feed is introduced into

the compartment to improve the efficiency of the process.

Electrolytes of special importance are those used in the electrolytic reduction of

metal oxides where the reaction of oxide ions at the anode results in liberation of CO and

CO2 and may result in the physical separation of particles from the anode. Usually the

electrolytes are molten inorganic salts with the anode being carbon (often graphite).

During operation of the process, particles of carbon separated from the anode float to the

electrolyte surface. In the aluminum refining industry, skimming devices have been used

to remove these particles because they may electrically short the cell or otherwise

20 adversely affect the electrical performance of the cell.
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The problem is also evident in other electrolytic processes involving the recovery

or reusable metals from radioactive metal oxide compositions. One such process at a

developmental stage involves the electrolytic reduction of calcium oxide in a CaC12-CaF2

electrolyte where the anode is a consumable carbon electrode and the cathode is a molten

metal pool such as Cu-Mg or Zn. The electrolytic process is part of an overall chemical

process where the calcium and clean electrolyte regenerated in the electrolytic process

are utilized to reduce uranium oxide, transuranium (TRU) element oxides, and fission

product oxides in spent reactor fuel. The reduced TRU elements may be used as a fuel

fbr a fast reactor, and the uranium may be stored for ultimate use as a fertile blanket

10 material in a fast reactor. In the chemical reduction process, the calcium is converted

to calcium oxide which becomes dissolved in the CaC12-CaF2salt and is recycled to

the electrolytic process.

During operation of the process to recover elemental calcium and salts,

carbon particles from the anode contaminate the electrolyte and may interfere with

the operation of the electrolytic process by causing shorting. These particles may

also react with cathode material in the cell or with fuel material if transferred with

the electrolyte into the reduction step. Accordingly, one object of the invention

is an improved electrolytic process and associated apparatus. A second object of

the invention is the development of associated apparatus and process to limit

20 electrode-derived contamination of the electrolyte in an electrolytic process.

Another object of the invention is apparatus and associated electrolytic process to

maintain the performance of the electrolyte in the process. An additional object

of the invention is apparatus and associated electrolytic process to limit adverse

reactions between electrode-derived contaminates and materials in the electrolyte.

A further object of the invention is an improved process and apparatus for
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reducing a metal oxide. These and other objects will become apparent from the

following detailed description.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to an electrolytic process and associated apparatus in

which an electrode-derived material normally separates from the electrode during

the process and would limit the performance of the process and in which a

chemically inert barrier in the electrolyte is provided about the electrode to form

an electrode compartment and restrict the contamination of the electrolyte. The

compartment wall must be sufficiently porous to allow the desired electrolytic

10 transport while forming a barrier to the transfer of the separated electrode

material. Also, the compartment is advantageously provided as a removable

porous basket which contains a suspended anode with the basket and anode being

periodically withdrawn from the cell. During this step, the electrolyte in the

basket drains through the pores while the carbon particles or other contaminate are

retained in the basket and may be subsequently removed by burning. The pore

size of the compartment wall is sufficiently small to prevent carbon particles from

moving through the pores yet sufficiently large to allow transfer of the salt.

Suitably, the compartment wall is composed of porous magnesia with a pore size

ranging from values in the order of 0.3/_m to 35/_m and preferably from about

20 0.3#m to 20tzm. In some instances, the basket may be inserted even into the

liquid metal cathode with the pore size being sufficiently small to avoid inward

flow of metal.

The invention also relates to an electrolytic process and associated apparatus

for reducing a metal oxide using a porous barrier where the metal oxide feed is

introduced at the anode compartment to improve efficiency of operation. This has
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special importance where the anions of the salt electrolyte differ from the oxygen

ion while the cations of the salt are primarily the same as the metal of the oxide.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a sketch of a fuel recovery system utilizing electrolytic process for

reclaiming elemental calcium and salts for recycle in the recovery or TRU

elements and uranium from spent light water reactor (UO2) fuel.

Fig. 2 is an enlarged side view of a sketch of a cell as one embodiment of

the invention.

Fig. 3 is a graph showing cell current and voltage versus time for operation

10 of a cell with the invention.

Fig. 4 is a graph showing cell current and voltage versus time for operation

of another cell with the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Fig. 1 is a sketch of a chemical process without the invention for recovering

TRU elements and uranium from spent reactor fuel containing the oxides of

uranium, transuranic elements, and fission products. As illustrated, a declad LWR

(light water reactor) fuel is fed by line 10 to vessel 12 containing a CaC12-CaF2

salt 14 over a liquid Cu-Mg mixture 16 containing Ca. Typically, the salt is

composed of about 15 wt. % CaF2 and 85 wt. % CaC12 with the Cu-Mg mixture

20 containing about 65 wt. % of Cu and 35 wt. % of Mg. Contact between Ca and the

metal oxides results in an exchange reaction to form CaO and the reduced metals

(except for Cs, Sr and I). A portion of the salt containing CaO is transferred by

line 18 to cell 20 containing the CaC 12-CaF2 salt 22 as an electrolyte over a liquid

Cu-Mg cathode 24. Cell 20 also includes a graphite anode 26 extending into salt

22 and mounted within porous basket 27 of MgO to form an anode compartment
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29. As illustrated, the CaC 12-CaF2-CaO is fed into the compartment 29 to provide

a high concentration of oxygen ions adjacent the anode. During the electrolytic

operation of the cell, CaO is reduced to Ca with the oxygen ion being transferred

to the anode and forming CO2. The Ca is dissolved in the Cu-Mg with a portion

of the mixture being transferred to vessel 12 by line 28. A portion of the salt

containing Cs and Sr (as halides) and I is removed by line 30 to waste. A portion

of the salt in which CaO has been removed is returned to vessel 12 by line 32.

The mixture of reduced metals in Cu-Mg (solvent metal) is removedby line 34

and subsequently treated (not shown) to separate uranium from the TRU elements

10 and rare earth fission products.

As indicated previously, the consumable anode during operation of the

process becomes a source of contamination in the form of carbon particles or

flakes which tend to float on the electrolyte. In some instances, the carbon

particles may cause electrical shorting of the cell or a partial shorting to reduce the

voltage or cause significant variations in voltage within the cell. The

contamination may also be a problem in processes containing certain metals such

as uranium or TRU elements which may react with the carbon to form carbides.

Fig. 2 represents an enlarged view of an experimental cell 50 as an embodi-

ment of the invention. As illustrated, cell 50 includes a magnesia crucible 52 as

20 the cell housing with a graphite outer container 54 as a graphite secondary, a

liquid Cu-Mg (or zinc) cathode 56 at the lower extremity 58 of the magnesia

housing, an electrolyte 60 of CaClz-CaF 2 with dissolved CaO which is molten at

the operating temperature in the order of 800°C, a carbon or graphite rod anode

62 inserted into the electrolyte, a tungsten stirrer 64, a porous magnesia barrier

66 positioned about the anode 62 to form a compartment, and various accessories
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including connections 64 and 67 for a voltage source, a thermocouple 68, and

anode insulation 70.

As illustrated, the magnesia barrier 66 is in the form of a basket 72 with a

bottom 74 so that the basket 72 and anode 62 may be raised periodically by handle

75 or other basket removal means from the electrolyte and the anode removed

from the basket. The porosity is controlled so that the electrolyte within the basket

drains out leaving the carbon contamination which may be oxidized permitting re-

use of the basket. Suitably, the porosity of the barrier is about 0.3 to 35/_m and

preferably about 0.8 to 20#m with the lower limit allowing transfer of calcium and

10 oxygen ions. The upper limit of porosity is selected to restrict transferring the

physical contaminant. This porosity also allows the barrier to extend into the

liquid metal cathode because the pores are sufficiently small to prevent entry of the

liquid metal into the confined zone.

While Fig. 2 is directed to the reduction of CaO, the process may be

carried out for the reduction of other metal oxides such as aluminum, uranium,

plutonium and the like. The electrolyte is a mixture of salts molten at elevated

temperatures above about 350°C and usually contains one or more metal halides

of alkaline earth and for alkali metals such as Ca, Li, K, Wa, and the like.

Preferably, the electrolyte is a mixture of metal halides with the electrolyte being

20 molten at temperatures in the range of about 700-900°C. Advantageously, the

electrolyte is primarily composed of one or more halides of the same metal as the

metal as the oxide. It is further advantageous to add the metal oxide to the anode

compartment preferably in combination with the salt to avoid transfer of the

oxygen ion across the porous barrier in competition with the halide ions. The

selection of metal halides with the same metal as the metal of the oxide provides
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sufficient metal ions in the bulk of the electrolyte to provide an efficient process.

With other metal oxides such as A1203 and UO2, the electrolyte is composed of

a major amount of alkali metal halides with a small amount of A1F3 for the A1203

electrolyte or UF4 for the UO2 electrolyte.

The porous barrier is formed by a material essentially inert in the process.

Refractory materials such as MgO, AIN, TiC, TiN, TaC or the like may be used.

Advantageously, the anode compartment is sized to isolate an anode zone

containing electrolyte from the remainder of the electrolyte to avoid undesired

contamination. Usually about 20 to 90% of the electrolyte is within the anode

10 zone. The higher volumes within the compartment are useful to produce lower

concentrations of oxide in the final salt product resulting from operation of the

cell. With respect to the reduction of CaO, it is also preferred to have the anode

zone sized to permit adding the CaClz-CaFE-CaO into this zone. Clean salt is

recovered from the zone on the side of the barrier opposite the anode. The salt

from the anode side of the barrier filters into this cathode-side zone as the

CaC1E-CaFz-CaO is added and when the anode compartment is raised. With the

electrolyte composed of only calcium salts, calcium ions are readily available at

the cathode. The calcium oxide is charged to the anode compartment; therefore,

a high oxygen ion concentration is provided at the anode. Preferably the barrier

20 is composed of an inert dielectric material of magnesium oxide with a pore size

up to about 0.3 to 20_m microns and has a wall thickness in the order of 1.5 ram.

Present cells are approximately 90 mm in diameter with an anode compartment

approximately 60 mm in diameter. With the porous barrier, the process may be

carried out four times in the order of 54 hours without a problem. Subsequently,

the basket formed by the barrier may be removed during which contained
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electrolyte drains through the pores into the main body of electrolyte while the

carbon particles are retained in the basket. The carbon particles may be

subsequently oxidized in air at about 800°C and the basket returned to the cell.

The following examples are provided for illustrative purposes and are not

intended to be restrictive as to the scope of the invention:

EXAMPLE 1

A sketch of the cell apparatus, Example 1, used for these experiments is

shown in Fig. 2. The cell housing or container was a high-density magnesia

crucible having an inside diameter of about 90 mm, a depth of about 150 mm, and

10 a wall thickness of 1.5 ram. The magnesia housing contained an anode compart-

ment about 58 mm ID x 145 mm deep (a porous MgO crucible with a metallic

handle), an electrolyte component of the electrodes, and a stirrer (tungsten plate,

triangular shape). The cathode was a pool of liquid metal of Zn with a tungsten

rod electric conductor. The anode was a 19 mm dia carbon or graphite rod. The

cell was placed inside a graphite secondary container, which was then positioned

in a furnace well in the floor of the glovebox. A calibrated Chromel-Alumel

thermocouple was inserted in a hole in the wall of the graphite secondary.

Prior to an electrolysis experiment, the graphite secondary and anode rod

were preheated and degassed in a vacuum furnace (AVS Model No. HMF12-12-

20 12-1300 Horizontal Vacuum Furnace, Advanced Vacuum Systems, Inc., Ayer,

MA) at about 1000°C. The MgO crucible was preheated at 225°C for about 16

h in air.

Initially, about 39 g of salt mixture (CAC12-15 wt % CaF2) and 27.1 g of

CaO were loaded into the anode compartment, and 208 g of salt mixture, 210 g
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of zinc metal for the cathode were added to the cell container in the space outside

the anode compartment.

The loaded cell was heated to about 808°C with the anode resting on the

CaO within the barrier. After the metal and salts were molten, the cathode

conductor rod or cathode contact lead was installed in the cell.

After about one and one-half hour on open circuit, electrolysis was initiated.

The cell operated in a constant current (1.0 to 1.5 A) mede. The operating cell

voltage varied in the range of 1.6 to 2.35 V. The current and potential-time

curves were recorded during electrolysis. It was observed that the electrical

10 resistance of the porous MgO anode compartment during electrolysis was

insignificant and that the operating conditions were more stable than for

experiments performed previously without a porous anode compartment. The cell

voltage showed no oscillation and no intermittent cell circuit shorting during the

entire period of electrolysis.

At the completion of the electrolysis, the graphite anode and the cathode

conductor rod were withdrawn frnm the cell. The graphite anode showed

appreciable reaction loss. Filtered samples of the molten zinc cathode alloy were

taken and analyzed for calcium to show that calcium metal was produced. The

porous MgO anode compartment was then raised above the molten salt level to let

20 the salt drain out of the porous crucible into the cell container.

After the cell was cooled to room temperature, the cell components, the

solidified salt phase, and the metal ingot were examined. Postelectrolysis

examination revealed that a layer of black carbon dust was retained inside the

anode compartment (the porous MgO crucible), and the top surface of the bulk salt

in the cell container was shiny and clean.
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The estimated current efficiency for this experiment was 75 % based on the

calcium content in the zinc metal phase, which was determined by chemical

analyses of the filtered sample of zinc cathode (6.58 wt. %), and the integrated

current (26.2 Ah). This current efficiency is consistent with that derived from the

gain in weight of cathode alloy.

EXAMPLE 2

The setup and procedure used for this experiment were similar to those

employed in Example 1 except that a Cu-Mg (about 65 wt. % Cu and 35 wt. %

Mg) cathode was employed. The anode compartment was a porous MgO crucible

10 having an inside diameter of about 63 ram, a depth of about 145 mm, and a wall

thickness of about 3.2 mm.

Initially, about 27.1 g CaO was loaded into the anode compartment with

about 119 g copper, 63 g magnesium, 244.1 g CaCI2, and 43.1 CaF 2 being added

to the cell container in the space outside the anode compartment. The loaded cell

was heated to about 801°C. After the metals and salts were molten, the graphite

rod anode and the cathode conductor rod were installed in the cell. After about

one-half hour on open circuit, electrolysis was initiated. The cell was operated in

a constant voltage mode with the voltage control of the power supply being set at

about 2.70 V. The initial cell current was about 4.0 A, which decreased

20 continuously and smoothly with time of electrolysis, to about 0.6 A in 9 h, then,

the current stabilized at 0.36 to 0.42 A for the remaining period (---35.5 h) of

electrolysis. Fig. 3 shows the current- and the voltage-time curves recorded

during the early period of electrolysis. The integrated current for this experiment

was about 39 Ah, which was about 50% in excess of the theoretically required Ah

for the electrolysis of the 27.1 g CaO.
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At the conclusion of the experiment, a filtered sample of the liquid cathode

alloy was taken for the determination of calcium. The porous MgO anode compart-

ment was then raised above the molten salt level to let the salt drain out.

Postelectrolysis examination of the cell components revealed that the salt

was completely drained out of the porous anode compartment. A large amount of

black carbon dust was retained inside the compartment. The salt ingot_ ecovered

by the cell container was clear and clean. The top surface of the bulk salt ingot

was clean and shiny. The current efficiency for this experiment was greater than

50%.

10 EXAMPLE 3

This experiment also was carded out to recover calcium and CaC12-CaF2

salt from a salt containing oxide. In this experiment, a liquid Cu-35 wt. % Mg

alloy pool was used as the cathode, which was made by initially loading about

63 g of magnesium and about 119 g of copper into the cell container in the space

outside the anode compartment. The 422 g of reduction salt were added both

inside and outside the anode compartment. The electrolysis was performed with

a constant cell voltage of 2.70 V, and the cell temperature was about 804 to

806°C. The initial cell current was about 4.3 A. The current decreased to about

0.2 A in 9 h, then the cell current stabilized at about 0.1 A for the remaining

20 period (about 37 h) of electrolysis. Fig. 4 shows part of the current and voltage-

time curves recorded for this experiment.

The integrated current for this experiment was 24.25 Ah. The current

efficiency for this experiment was 71% based on the calcium content in the

cathode alloy (4.36 wt. %) plus the calculated additional calcium that had reacted

with the MgO crucible (2.65 wt. %).
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Post-electrolysis examination of the cell components revealed that the salt

ingot was clean, and all the black carbon dust was retained inside the anode

compartment. A burning test was made on the carbon dust, and the result showed

that, at 800"C in air, the burning of the black dusty materials was complete.

The foregoing description of embodiments of the invention has been

presented for purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be

exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and, obviously,

many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching.
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ABSTRACT

An electrolytic process and apparatus for reducing calcium oxide in a

molten electrolyte of CaC 12-CaF2with a graphite anode in which particles or other

contamination from the anode is restricted by the use of a porous barrier in the

form of a basket surrounding the anode which may be removed from the

electrolyte to burn the graphite particles, and wherein the calcium oxide feed is

introduced to the anode compartment to increase the oxygen ion concentration at

the anode.
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